4 Editions have been produced this year with many articles and reports presented. Thank you to Holly for assisting in critiquing for publishing.

Croft Print, Christchurch has continued to format a great E journal for the college. This is only possible with the posters, articles and reports members supply to me. I mentioned in my previous report that articles on unit history would be a great way to preserve that history. Find forgotten photos and talk to those who are now retired.

As nurses, we love to read about how things used to be and also how others are managing.

There is an editor’s prize each year for the best article which is presented at Gastroenterology NZ conference.

Remember that to collect payment from the education fund you need to have your reports in by due date which is given in the approval of application letter.

Thank you to Olympus for continued support with sponsorship of The Tube and to the many advertisers who have also supported NZGNC over the years. These include: CR Kennedy, Gallay Medical & Scientific, Device Technologies, Whiteley Medical and Obex

Have a safe Merry Christmas and Happy New Year with your family and friends.

Karen Clarke
Editor NZGNC